INTRODUCTION
All DVD's, CD's, cassettes, photographs, maps, documents, down loadable computer generated maps, coordinate data, computer chips, or other information related to
the DRG Oil and Gas Road Map Digital Vector Series (the Maps) are copyrighted by
DR Griffin & Associates, Inc. (DRG). They are derivative materials using the Map
Creation Utility software developed and copyrighted by Garmin International, Inc., or
its affiliates, (Garmin). DRG has a non-exclusive license from Garmin to utilize the
Map Creation Utility software.
The service and the Maps are only available through the use of the Garmin Map
Creation Utility software and using Garmin global positioning equipment. Garmin
may upgrade or change the software and equipment from time-to-time, and that may
adversely affect the licensee's ability to use the service or the Maps. Licensees may
receive notices of upgrades or equipment changes from Garmin, but DRG undertakes no duty to inform licensees of such circumstances.
For a one time fee, each licensee shall receive a computer chip and if requested,
the Maps in hard copy for an additional fee, which fees will be subject to change,
from time-to-time, without notice to licensees or potential users. The Maps are a
"Locked Product" as defined by the Garmin technology.
While the Maps incorporate technology provided by Garmin, the Maps are not products of Garmin or its parent or affiliate companies. Our agreement with Garmin prohibits such claims.
The Maps are available from DRG for a charge to be paid by customers who are
licensees to DRG. DRG intends to update the Maps quarterly, and the new Maps
will be available for an additional charge to the licensees upon notice from DRG.
Licensees should contact DRG if they desire updated Maps on a quarterly basis.
The updated Maps are also a derived product and copyright protection applies.
The Maps are intended to provide the user a guide for navigation in the oil and natural gas production regions in the Western United States, as indicated. Road and well
site information contained herein has been accumulated by DRG since 1978 and
reflects infrastructure as known by DRG at the time of map production. DRG endeavors to stay abreast of developments in its coverage areas, but makes no warranty as to the accuracy and or completeness of the Maps.
During any calendar quarter, it is probable that there will be changes in the data
arising out of external forces beyond the control of DRG. As such, the licensee is
advised to use caution in the field and be vigilant to topographical changes. Roads
could be relocated. Wells could be discontinued. Pipelines could be re-routed.
Weather could cause a change in the location of a road or its condition. As such, the
licensee, its agents, servants, employees, contractors, and others using the Maps
assume the risk of such contingencies. The licensee agrees to indemnify and hold
DRG and Garmin harmless of and from accident or injury arising out of or related to
such changes in the physical characteristics of improvements that are marked and
located on the Maps.
DRG disclaims any warranty of any kind. No implied warranties of merchantability or
fitness for a particular use are available related to this service or the Maps. The
Maps are based upon information available to DRG from its internal records, which
are proprietary to DRG, and information provided by regulatory agencies or other
public information available to DRG. DRG's liability, if any, shall be limited to the
amount the purchase price paid DRG for the Maps.
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The relationship between DRG and its licensee arises by contract only. There are
no third party beneficiaries. DRG has no duty to third parties who may be permitted
to use the Maps, and any duty is disclaimed.
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